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    Dik Geurts Oval Tunnel Double-Sided WoodDik Geurts Oval Tunnel Double-Sided Wood
Burning Stove on PlateauBurning Stove on Plateau 
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The unique oval shape gives you a view of the fire which is difficult to compete with, and withThe unique oval shape gives you a view of the fire which is difficult to compete with, and with
the contemporary plinth base this stove really makes quite an impression!  With wide glassthe contemporary plinth base this stove really makes quite an impression!  With wide glass
views on both sides, this makes for the perfect centrepiece stove. views on both sides, this makes for the perfect centrepiece stove. 

The air controls slider allows you to easily control the intensity of the fire; and being a DikThe air controls slider allows you to easily control the intensity of the fire; and being a Dik
Geurts, if you already know, you already know - but the responsiveness of the air controlled isGeurts, if you already know, you already know - but the responsiveness of the air controlled is
second to none. second to none. 

The dark anthracite vermiculite interior ensures optimal and clean combustion, and for thoseThe dark anthracite vermiculite interior ensures optimal and clean combustion, and for those
who do not want an air vent in the room, an optional external air feed kit is available, meaningwho do not want an air vent in the room, an optional external air feed kit is available, meaning
the stove can still pull additional air from outside, without having to have an open vent in thethe stove can still pull additional air from outside, without having to have an open vent in the
room with potential to cause a draught.   There is also an option available for new air-tightroom with potential to cause a draught.   There is also an option available for new air-tight
passive houses, whereby the stove is sealed and will only be able to pull air from outside - thispassive houses, whereby the stove is sealed and will only be able to pull air from outside - this
option is logical only for sealed passive houses.   For external air options please get in touch! option is logical only for sealed passive houses.   For external air options please get in touch! 

Please note - Please note - we include the plateau in our online pricewe include the plateau in our online price - purchasing the stove without this - purchasing the stove without this
included means the stove cannot be mounted so we include it in the price to avoid anyincluded means the stove cannot be mounted so we include it in the price to avoid any
confusion.   It is also possible to have a bespoke size plinth / plateau made for you - confusion.   It is also possible to have a bespoke size plinth / plateau made for you - pleaseplease
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get in touch if you require custom sizingget in touch if you require custom sizing. . 
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